A simple example is provided showing that violation of free will allows to reproduce the quantum mechanical predictions, and that the Clauser-Horne parameter can take the maximum value 4 for a proper choice.
its shape. I could not make out the complicated gears inside each automaton, but after observing the pendulums inside Aunt Angler I came to the following conclusions: Aunt Angler would pick an object from a mound where 1/4 were Heavy Spheres, 1/4 Light Spheres, 1/4 Heavy Cubes, and 1/4 Light Cubes. There were four decks of cards. When both Adam's and Eve's pendulums were to the left, Aunt Angler would pick a card from deck number one (D 1 ) if the object she picked up was heavy, and from deck number two otherwise. I found out that D 1 had a fraction (1 − √ 2/2)/4 of its cards made of Black Kings, as many Black Queens, while it had (1 + √ 2/2)/4 Red Queens and as many Red Kings. D 2 , instead, had the opposite distribution, namely (1 − √ 2/2)/4 of its cards were Red Kings, as many were Red Queens, and the remaining (1 + √ 2/2)/2 cards were half Black Kings and half Black Queens. If Adam's pendulum was to the left and Eve's to the right, Aunt Angler would pick a card from D 1 whenever the object she had picked was a sphere, and from D 2 whenever it was a cube. Analogously, if Adam's pendulum was to the right, Aunt Angler would choose D 3 or D 4 depending on the position of Eve's pendulum and the object she had extracted from the mound. I will not bother further my readers, and resume the decision making process in Table 1 . The composition of the decks is given instead in Table 2 . I also noticed that Adam and Eve were programmed so that when Adam's pendulum was to the left, he would choose to determine the color (c); otherwise he would choose to determine the value (v); analogously, Eve would always choose to measure the weight w of the object when her pendulum was to the left, and the shape s when it was to the right. I associated the values +1 to the outcomes B, K, H, S and the values −1 to the remaining outcomes R, Q, L, C. I found out that the Clauser-Horne inequality is violated, since the parameter takes the value where C indicates the correlator,
The joint probability is indicated by the symbol P (o a , o b |a, b), a can be any c or v and b can be w or s. Finally, I took the liberty to substitute the four decks with other four, whose composition is given in Table 3 . Then the Clauser-Horne parameter takes the maximum value E = 4. As a funny side note, G programmed Adam and Eve with an astounding artificial intelligence. When I asked them how they chose which measurement to perform, they told me it was out of free will, and when I told them there was a pendulum inside them BK BQ RK RQ that would determine their decisions, they would dismiss this thought as far-fetched. Now I have to excuse myself from my readers, since G is asking me to switch some polarizers in his laboratory.
